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Concept
The video will be fun to watch. The characters will be similar to the graphics from the logo. We will 

also put in some quirky stuff into the video for the fun element. The animation will be very smooth, 

similar to the one in the following reference.

REFERENCE VIDEO: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-G3RoBHMu-

o&list=UUoPlipOfn_kc1y1q7sXN5yQ&index=8&feature=plcp

The look & feel of the graphics will be taken from the website of THE ZOMBIE RUN

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-G3RoBHMu-o&list=UUoPlipOfn_kc1y1q7sXN5yQ&index=8&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-G3RoBHMu-o&list=UUoPlipOfn_kc1y1q7sXN5yQ&index=8&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-G3RoBHMu-o&list=UUoPlipOfn_kc1y1q7sXN5yQ&index=8&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-G3RoBHMu-o&list=UUoPlipOfn_kc1y1q7sXN5yQ&index=8&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-G3RoBHMu-o&list=UUoPlipOfn_kc1y1q7sXN5yQ&index=8&feature=plcp


Storyboard



Shot No :01 
Action: Scene opens up with the view of a 

devastated city with no survivors. There is 

no sign of life.

Transition: We see some crates in the 

scene with a round bottom flask beside 

them. Camera zooms on them.

VO: Something is terribly wrong.

Location: Urban Streets.

Time of the day: Afternoon.

Background: Flat, City Line.

Related links: N/A

Shot Type: Far Shot.



Shot No :02 
Action: We see an emblem on the crates 

reading – C894. Inside the round bottom 

flask, we see some kind of a chemical.

Transition: Camera rotates & focuses on 

the Flask so that the flask becomes 

straight.

VO: Originally developed as a…

Location: Urban Streets.

Time of the day: Afternoon.

Background: Flat, City Line.

Related links: N/A

Shot Type: Medium Wide Shot.



Shot No :03 
Action: With the camera focusing on it, 

the flask converts into a graphic of 

BIOCHEMICAL COMPOUND.

Transition: The camera again rotates.

VO: biochemical compound to…

Location: N/A.

Time of the day: N/A.

Background: Flat.

Related links: N/A

Shot Type: Close Up Shot.



Shot No :04 
Action: The flask now gets connected to a 

syringe gun.

Transition: Camera zooms out.

VO: help injured soldiers…

Location: N/A.

Time of the day: N/A.

Background: Flat.

Related links: N/A

Shot Type: Close Up Shot.



Shot No :05 
Action: We see scientist holding the 

syringe gun. Beside the scientist, is an 

extremely beaten & injured soldier. The 

soldier is connected to a pulse monitor 

machine, which is displaying the soldier’s 

weak pulse. The Scientist vaccinates the 

soldier with a dose of C-894. as soon as 

he gives him the dose, the soldier dies & 

the pulse monitor shows a flat line. The 

whole scene will be in past tense & some 

grungy texture will be over the scene as if 

someone is recording the scene.

Transition: Continuous shot.

VO: regain their strength, C-894 was 

supposed to be a lifesaver.

Location: Classified Government 

Laboratory.

Time of the day: N/A.

Background: Flat.

Related links: N/A

Shot Type: Medium Wide Shot.



Shot No :06 
Action: The Dead soldier suddenly starts 

moving & starts growing muscles in of his 

arms & legs. The scientist beside him 

becomes terrified. The bandages over the 

soldier’s head comes out revealing his 

zombie face (similar to the one in the 

logo). The zombie bites off the scientist’s 

arm. The scientist falls down on the 

ground. The zombie jumps towards the 

camera & the camera shuts down 

indicating that he ate the cameraman.

Transition: Cut to Black.

VO: Turns out C-894 does give soldiers 

super strength and speed…

Related links: N/A

Location: Classified Government 

Laboratory.

Time of the day: N/A.

Background: Flat.

Shot Type: Medium Wide Shot.



Shot No :07 
Action: The Dead soldier suddenly starts 

moving & starts growing muscles in of his 

arms & legs. The scientist beside him 

becomes terrified. The bandages over the 

soldier’s head comes out revealing his 

zombie face (similar to the one in the 

logo). The zombie bites off the scientist’s 

arm. The scientist falls down on the 

ground. The zombie jumps towards the 

camera & the camera shuts down 

indicating that he ate the cameraman.

Transition: Cut to Black.

VO: even if they’re dead.

Related links: N/A

Location: Classified Government 

Laboratory.

Time of the day: N/A.

Background: Flat.

Shot Type: Medium Wide Shot.



Shot No :08 
Action: New scene opens up the map of 

USA. On the map, red points appear over 

prominent cities & an alert perimeter 

appears around each point.

Transition: Continuous Shot.

VO: Now, as shipments of C-894 are 

disbursed around the US,

Location: Over the map of USA.

Time of the day: N/A.

Background: Flat.

Related links: N/A

Shot Type: Medium Wide Shot.



Shot No :09 
Action: From the different points, news 

flashes appear out. On the news flashes, 

we see the zombie outbreaks in those 

particular cities.

Transition: Camera zooms out.

VO: reports of the zombie apocalypse are 

spreading through the country – and it’s 

headed your way.

Related links: N/A

Location: Over the map of USA.

Time of the day: N/A.

Background: Flat.

Shot Type: Medium Wide Shot.



Shot No :10 
Action: We see that the previous scene 

was running in a BIG LCD screen on a 

building top. Lots of people were watching 

the news there. Suddenly from the left 

side, some zombies enter the screen.

Transition: Camera zooms on the crowd.

VO: As your city streets become filled with 

brain eating zombies and undead soldiers, 

Related links: N/A

Location: Urban Streets.

Time of the day: Late Afternoon.

Background: Flat, City Line.

Shot Type: Medium Wide Shot.



Shot No :11 
Action: The zombies start attacking the 

crowd & start eating their brains.

Transition: Cut Shot.

VO: there’s nowhere to hide. The only way 

to survive? Run.

Related links: N/A

Location: Urban Streets.

Time of the day: Late Afternoon.

Background: Flat, City Line.

Shot Type: Close Up Shot.



Shot No :12 
Action: We see a stage setup with a 

banner on top – 5K RACE. In front of the 

setup is a big crowd. The same scientist 

(now with the amputee arm), is addressing 

the crowd & is holding a microphone. He is 

stating that the C-894 will be passing 

through the racecourse today.

Transition: Cut Shot.

VO: As you begin what you thought was a 

traditional 5K, a doctor announces that C-

894 will be passing through the racecourse 

today 

Location: Urban Streets.

Time of the day: Morning.

Background: Flat, City Line.

Related links: N/A

Shot Type: Medium Wide Shot.



Shot No :13 
Action: Camera focuses on the crowd, 

which becomes terrified & frightened.

Transition: END OF PART 1.

VO: and you know your worst fears have 

come true.

Location: Urban Streets.

Time of the day: Morning.

Background: Flat, City Line.

Related links: N/A

Shot Type: Medium Wide Shot.


